English

Numeracy

POR books – The Princess and the White Bear King

Science
Uses of Everyday Materials

Number and Place Value

Reading
Can I respond to reading using Cracking Comprehension?

Can I identify and compare the suitability of everyday materials for
different uses? Investigating properties of materials for the DT castle
building (e.g. waterproof materials to line the moat, strongest materials
for the walls)

Addition and Subtraction

Can I make comparisons between different texts and
characters?

Compass points for map making

Can I ask questions about texts that I have read?

Measuring for Castle design

Writing
Can I write a diary entry, non-chronological report, letter,
play script and setting description?
Spelling

Can I compare how things move on different surfaces? Which material

Symmetry

would build the best road?

2D/3D shapes

Can I find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some materials

Can I learn to spell common exception words for Year 1 and
Year 2?
Can I spell using letter names?

Hook Day:

Ballroom Dance – Waltz
Invasion Games

Autumn Term

6/9/17

PE

can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and stretching?
How do catapulted materials change?

RE

Music

Yr2: Believing

Computing

1.

SMSC

Coding computing 2/1.1

Going for Goals

History
The Battle of Hastings and The Norman Conquest
- Who built the first castles in Britain and why?
- Looking at the Bayeux Tapestry and telling the story that it shows.
- Thinking about how the people living in England would have felt about
being invaded
Norman Castles
- How are castles different?
- What it would have been like to live in Norman Britain?
The Structure of a Medieval Castle
- Features of a castle, such as moats, keeps and drawbridges
- What happened when a castle was under siege?
Who Lived in a Medieval Castle
- Roles and jobs of people who lived in castles
- Exploring a day in the life of different medieval people
Why did the Peasants Revolt?
- Discovering the timeline of key events
- Finding out what our taxes are spent on today
The Tower of London Through Time
- Exploring important dates in the Tower’s history
- Identifying some of the uses of the Tower
- Describing how the Tower has changed over time

Changes

Art
Bayeux Tapestry
- Exploring why the Bayeux Tapestry is important
- Creating pictures in the style of the Bayeux Tapestry
Castle Engraving
- Examining the work of the Buck Brothers
- Developing the technique of using lines to create an image
- Creating pictures in the style of the Buck Brothers’ engravings
Water Colour Castles
- Exploring the work of James Patterson
- Developing the technique of sketching

DT
Designing Medieval Tools
- Looking at different tools and their functions
- Creating plans and designs that meet a criteria
- Following instructions to make a tool
- Evaluating designs
Making a Medieval Castle
- Selecting and using a variety of materials for a purpose
- Working safely with tools
- Evaluating models

Exploring Medieval Instruments
- Listening to medieval music
- Identifying and name medieval instruments
- Playing instruments in unison
Composing Music
- Following simple notations to play a piece of music
- Playing different rhythms
- Composing a piece of music

Geography
Why were castles built on hills?
- Naming land features
- Discussing why a location was chosen
- Identifying the resources that can be found in land features
Exploring Land Features
- Identifying land features that make castles easier to defend
- Examining how people would have built a castle in different
locations
- Naming land features
Capital Cities Castles!
- Identifying the UK on a world map
- Identifying and locating the four countries of the UK and their
capital cities
- Examining why a capital city castle was built in a location
Let’s Plan a Map!
- Using a map to identify key features
- Planning a map from an aerial photo
- Moving around a map using compass points

